Las cabras

La cabra es un animal que vive en una granja. Los granjeros las crian por su leche y su lana.

Hay cerca de 1.000.000 de cabras en Texas.

Grades K–5
Subscription

All the amazing features of our AV2, EyeDiscover, and Lightbox titles are now available in Spanish!

Each Spanish title is an engaging combination of text and curated digital resources. These may include weblinks, videos, audio, activities, slideshows, and quizzes. This provides Spanish native speakers and Spanish learners with a captivating learning experience.

KEY FEATURES

- **Contents**: An interactive table of contents allows readers to easily access their desired spread.
- **Resources**: By using the digital resources toolbar, readers can quickly find their desired resources in each title.
- **Videos**: Embedded high-definition video clips encourage listening skills and engage audio/visual learners.
- **Slideshows**: Pairing visual information with succinct text, slideshows encourage users to compare and contrast differing concepts.
- **Test Your Knowledge**: Quizzes and key word activities can be completed online or printed out.

**DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION**
Lightbox K–5 Spanish (300 Interactive Titles)

**Enhanced Learning!**
Bold, dynamic visuals accompany the text and improve reading comprehension.

**Try a demo or sign up for a FREE trial at openlightbox.com/trial**

Along with working on a standard desktop, the Lightbox K–5 Spanish platform can be viewed on all tablets and Smart Boards.